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ZELA AVIATION COMPANY NEWS.
Zela Aviation and Aircraft Ready form new strategic alliance.
With immediate effect, Zela Aviation, one of the major ACMI service
providers in Europe, enters into strategic partnership with Aircraft Ready, a
portal to the aviation community which promotes the trading and leasing of
aircraft and engines globally.
About Zela Aviation
www.zelaaviation.com
Zela Aviation is an Air Charter Broking Company active in most areas of the Air Transport Industry. With
offices in the UK & Cyprus, Zela Aviation works with many leading EU independent Tour Operators and a
range of airlines. Zela offers to the marketplace a 24hour ACMI service and has built its reputation from
working with a wide range of Airlines and Tour Operators across the world in providing a broad array of
aviation solutions whether they be ACMI or All Inclusive Charters. We have a wealth of experience on
handling ACMI leases whether they be wet or damp, ranging from ATR42 equipment to A340 or larger.
About Aircraft Ready
www.aircraftready.com
Aircraft Ready is an interactive platform that brings together owners, buyers, sellers, brokers and decisionmakers. It is their endeavour to be the central hub for exchange of information related to available aircraft,
engines and APUs. Their emphasis is on facilitating the search process for these assets and allowing
concerned parties to find and close deals more easily. Aircraft Ready do this by providing you with intuitive
functionality, easy interfaces and a transparent exchange of information and open channels of
communication. So if you need to sell or buy – you are at the right place.

Speaking on this strategic alliance Mr. Andreas Christodoulides, Owner & Chairman of Zela
Aviation states,

“Through years of dedication and commitment to our customers we have developed many
partnerships and are now especially proud to include Aircraft Ready as strategic partners. A valued
business companion and looking forward to a successful partnership!”
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